
September’s badge of the month message 

 
 
If you had a time machine, which historical event would you like to go back and witness? 
 
headoperations 
I would go back to the historical event of my 18th birthday, to deliver a very special gift to myself.  A 

long list of wiser decisions to make          
 
wykoon 
@Elsa very interesting! I always wanted to travel back in time or to the future hehehe. Since the future 
is hard to tell, I will go back in time i.e. to the happiest moment when I traveled solo to Melbourne to 
meet a very good and special guy friend. I would extend my stay to a month and visit other part of 
Australia! 
 

 
 
Elsa 
If I could go back in time I would like to visit the Native Americans and spend some time learning from 
them. When I wrote the story Two Doors, Tiffi went back to the past and she learned all about Native 
Americans. When I read about the Cherokee tribe and their struggle on the Trail of Tears I couldn't hold 
back my tears. I must have been a Native American in a past life because I feel so connected to them. So 
time machine ................. please take me back to this time! 
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Spinnifix 
Ui time travel is such a thing. I rather think that I want to go into the future and want to see what will 
happen with the Corona. I am opposed to vaccination. How will the current vaccination affect humans in 
many years?   

 
The text is: Corona has changed us. 
 
Diamond Lim 

Hello there! @Elsa and @wykoon        We wish we wanna to use time machine the go back from 2021 
to 2018 that we will be happy and coronavirus are not spreading everyone in our real world as well. 
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Spinnifix 
I would like to mark my 2 ambassadors: @Nat09 @hechicerilla.  Isa, my darling, you must have 

something to say !!!        
 
BubbleGumSoda 
If l had a time a time matching l would use it to go back in 2017 and tell my other me to join the 
community but also in other things. 
 
PrettyBubbles 

I would love to time travel back to Egypt sooo much history I loved every minute          
 
kiara_wael 
Thanks @Elsa  
I want to go back to living in the village, listening to the birds chirping every day and living comfortably 
 

 
 
CassD 
If I had a time machine, I would travel back to the day of my 21st birthday party and change my future 
plans. 
 
bekicrusher 
I would go back to the time some of the technological advances were made and invest in their company 

      
 
janeau_owl 
I would like to go back to September 10 2001 and find some way to warn everybody... To this day, I still 
remember watching on live broadcast when the second plane hit. 
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Pitty_Kitty 
I would go back to a time when I was a child because some people are now gone and sometimes I think 

about them and miss them      
 
Werner_Cichy 
With a time machine, I would go back in time and buy as much Google, Amazon, Apple and Microsoft 
stocks as I can. 
 
Elsa 
@janeau_owl I remember that day too. I was at work and when the second building got hit they sent us 
home. We all spent the entire day watching it on TV. My son-in-law had a friend who was working in the 
second building and he called his wife telling her what was going on. He didn't want to rush out so he 
remained behind trying to help people get out. He never made it out of the building. I wish I could go 
back in time with you to warn them. 
 
shafer223 
Ty for the tag @Diamond Lim.  Good Morning @Elsa.  If I had a Time machine I would go back to 
01/15/21.  That was the day I bought the 1 billion dollar Mega Millions lottery ticket.  Ty 
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alezio 
I would like to go back in time becore Crash on the run was created and erase the entire code. I would 
have saved hundreds of thousands of people from getting frustrated and angry over a game where the 
devs don't seem to care about their own community. 
 
MicheleHogg 
Interesting topic @Elsa & love the badge @Crazy Cat Lad! Hmmm...if I had a time machine I would love 
to go back in time to spend one more day with my parents. My Mom passed away in 09 & my Dad in 
2011. Tomorrow, Sept 2nd would be their 64th wedding Anniversary. I moved away from home at a very 
young age & didn't get to spend a lot of time with them. I would love to have one more day to sit & chat 
& to tell them how very much I loved & appreciated them. Thanks for the tag @Diamond Lim 

                  
 
DieOmimi 
Hi @Elsa, it's hard to decide where I would go in time. There were so many beautiful (but also sad) 
events.  A sad event was when my mother died 6 years ago. My father had sent us the message that 
mom had to go to the hospital because she had fallen. I didn't take it so seriously at the time and 
planned a trip for the weekend (200 kilometers). Unfortunately, I didn't manage to say goodbye to her 
anymore.   
 
A major event that changed a lot was over 40 years ago, when the division of Germany was abolished. 
First fell the wall that divided East and West Germany and some time later the unification with a 
government for the entire country. I overslept the event at the time. If it were possible, it would be nice 
to go back to November 9, 1989 and consciously witness this great event.  Thanks for tagging 
@Diamond Lim 
 
lelensp 
There is nothing in my past life that i would turn back to for whatever it was, God has a reason for it to 
make me what i am now.  What i would like the time machine to bring me to is the year 1800 the year of 
the life of our National Hero Jose Rizal. I want to know him more in person. How was his life as a kid, 
teenager, youth and adulthood and how he adapted to the spanish life and his heroic deeds.  
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Racoon7 
Hi @Elsa, thank you for the tag @Diamond Lim.  I would go back to the early 1800s where horses were 
used for work and transport, and witness farming without tractors/combines/etc  
 

 
 
DaniTheOG 
@Elsa.  If I had a time machine & could travel back to a historical event in the past I would travel back to 
August 16th 1969 to attend Woodstock's 2nd day of peace & music.  I would have danced & sang all day 
to the likes of Santana, Grateful Dead, Creedence, Janis Joplin, The Who & Jefferson Airplane. 
I'd ask @Spieler_8675309, @Nix66, @gr33n3y3z, @Nix66, @me6412, @rebelchild, @PrettyBubbles, 

@headoperations, @Boybinary & @Freddy_ to come with me.       

 

 
 
And, if I had some extra time & fuel in my travel machine, I would also travel back to the day The Beatles 

decided to split and tell them "Hold up! Don't do this, you fools! ... Yoko go home!".      
 
PrettyBubbles 
@DaniTheOG thanks for the invite in your time machine.  How amazing that would be singing and 

dancing all day      
 
arwen777 
The historic event I'd like to witness if I had the chance would be the construction of the Parthenon! It's 
mind blowing how such a masterpiece was made with the technology of that era, so I'm really curious 
about it! So the date I'd have to travel back to is 428 BC! 
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Palash_Sarma 
 

 
 
Thanks for the tagged.... 
 
Marzia333 
I want to go back in my childhood time... 
 

 
 
Thanks @Elsa for the nice concept.  Thank you @Diamond Lim fir tagging me 
 
Amnicron 

I would love to go back in time to when I was a kid! Was a lot less stressed at that time         
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Alienscar 
@Elsa If I had a time machine there are many things I would like to observe, and there are too many to 
list here.  Here are a few historical events that I would like to observe.  The big bang: I would love to be 
an observer watching the birth of the universe.  The landing of the Chicxulub asteroid: I would dearly 
love to try and save some of the dinosaurs.  The building of Stonehenge: Once and for all I want to find 
out what it was really for. 
Nenikapaki 
Hi@Elsa ,Hello there @Spinnifix . Thanks for the cute badge @Crazy Cat Lad . And for the tag@Diamond 
Lim .  If i were a time machine, I would travel back to the times when i was younger and my parents 
were still alive. I tell them how sorry i was if i had made them sad. Tell them how i love them both and 
everything will be alright. 
 
aautz1 
I wouldn't mind doing chewy and yeti going back in time again..I learned a good bit from that story when 
talking about the native American. 
 
LoveDachs 
Thank you @Elsa, for the imaginative and exciting discussion. Going to definitely go back to read all of 

your time travel stories. I love reading             Wells and watching           Dr. Who, so this is a very interesting 

idea to me. Also thank you @Crazy Cat Lad          for the sweet badge (going to imagine that the box is his 

time machine when he is     sleeping)      . 
 
At first I thought about going back to age 21, what a happy time that was in my life. But then realized 
that yes you get to relive happy memories but also bad and decided that I couldn't go through loses of 
loved ones all over again, besides other heartbreaks. So opted for a time that I couldn't stay in, only visit 
and come back when I wanted to. This is a great mystery that I have always wondered about...how did 
they actually build the pyramids and was there... outside influence.. from off planet. I also would want 

to see the Sphinx being built and what is really in that         secret chamber that the previous (not sure 
about current one) Minister of Antiquities of Egypt would not let anyone see.  
 

 
 

Oh if only it had been that easy.         
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Thanks @Diamond Lim           for the tag.      
 
Havish 
If I had a time machine I would go back to the day when I was born! 
 
Nix66 
@Elsa If I had a time machine and were able to travel to only one historical event from the past I would 

want to travel to the Jordan River and witness first hand the baptism of Jesus. ✨ 
I would want to see with my own eyes the Heavens opening up … what a majestic and glorious sight that 

must have been!        
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Nikolaos_Prodromidis 
If I had a time machine I would go to Nottingham in medieval times, to see how Robin Hood won the 
archery competition! 
 

 
 
klev8628 
The plague lol. Just kidding, I don't know haven't really thought about it. 
 
tashanight3 
Hmmm I have lots of things in my mind rn but I think my past is past; what's done is done.  so why not 
have some more experience than changing what had already happened.  If I had a time machine, then 
imma just go back to like the 1800s and witness the history of my country with my own eyes. I mean in 
school, we had damn things to learn and why not witness them with our own eyes.  oh now it seems I 
really wanna go to that time @Elsa 
 
Nat09 
I would go back to the summer 2012. We took our kids to Niagara Falls and to Marineland for Canada 

day, we were there for 5 days and had a blast.       If I could freeze time, I would stay there.   By 
September, I had symptoms that were starting to get worse and finally, on December 12, 2012 I was 
diagnosed with Arnold Chiari, and my life changed dramatically since. I would love to be the person I 

once was just one more time.                       That’s life, move on and get a bunny                             or two       
 
GlenysB 
I would love to go back to the times of the Grand Balls held in the magnificent mansions of the time. 
The time machine would transport me there so that I could dance the night away. 
 
Elsa 
Do you know what I find most interesting about this? No one really wants to go into the future. So what 
is attracting us to go back into the past? I want to respond to everyone that is writing now but I don't 
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have the time this second but I will try to get back to some of you within the next couple of days. Until 
then .................. 
 

 
 
“If my calculations are correct, when this baby hits 88 miles per hour, you're gonna see some serious 
s***.” 
 
Lady_Sarina 
Hi @Elsa Nice topic!! hard to choose though LOL 
1) Visit the 16 yr old me and encouraging her in gaming/ computer science and learning a second 

language and to keep doing what she was doing          
2) Visit Scandinavian Ancestors in UK hundreds of years ago LOL 
 
MountainMom 
I would like to go back to 4 July 1776 and witness the signing of the Declaration of Independence in 
Independence Hall in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. I would like to meet the statesmen who were among 
the founding fathers of the United States of America. My only regret was that George Washington was 
not there. I'll have to make another trip to meet him! 
 

 
 
aijaziqbal 
Thanks @Elsa.  Time travelling is one of my lovely topics.  Almost seen a the wonderful movies made on 
this topic.  If i would given a chance i would love to go to dinosaur age. As it always attract me to see 
them with my eyes. And walk among them.  May be try to make one of them my Pet... 

Or may be eaten by them.                     
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Iffu2 

I f I had a time machine,      I would travel back to the period of dinasour between 243 and 233.23 

million years ... I want to see their live.       

 

 
 
candycrushinit 
If I had a time machine, I would go back to the times when my parents and I were still together. 
They separated three years ago, and I was traumatized. I don’t even know the reason why, as I was 
watching TV with my younger brother. If only I could be bold enough to settle the score with them so 
that I wouldn’t be living the life I have today.  I love them both very much and I will miss them very much 
when I move out from my home. 
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Marquita1 
I really like the King games, but I still don't understand why I have lost my friends on Bubble Witch 3. 
Also, Blossum Blast rarely loads, why? I have uploaded and downloaded and side loaded! Nothing seems 
to work. 
 
Greymane 
I also wanna know how the pyramids were made so yeah, back in time to Egypt!.. 
 
Sukanta_Biswas 

Hi dear @Elsa I want to go back to my school life if I have the chance      

 

 
 
nguyenanhduy1591999 
I want join community and collect badge soon. Oh my istuff. @Elsa I would like to go back to when I was 
23. That was a good year. 
 
Origins7_Dale 
Hi @Elsa @Diamond Lim @Yosca @Diamond Lim thx for tag & badge, No time machine needed. Have 
*Personal Access to history. However, if you mean *Physical / Bodily Access to history, then I would like 
access to when the *Creator walked at the *Horizonal level with *Israel, when he was *Physically / 
Bodily present then.  
 
malikaleena 
I would like to go back to 2018 that is free from covid 
 
carmenechevarria 
I would love to have explored with Christopher Columbus. 
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Yosca 
Hi @Elsa very interesting. I like archaeology. But if I had a time machine, I'd like to visit multiple things. I 
would like to be in a time when there was only barter, without money, without power, everyone equal. 
But I guess that's a utopia. I would also like to see how the Incas lived, it intrigues me. Mind you, I would 
just like to travel back as an observer and maybe feel what it was like back then. 
 
Moh1977 
Hi @Elsa.  Thanks @Diamond Lim.  Going back in time, to a beautiful time free of diseases and 
epidemics, and to a society that spreads peace and love. 
 
Boybinary 
I would go back to the 60's and convince the Beatles they needed one more guitarist! @DaniTheOG That 
would be a blast! 
 
MollyS 
With my time machine, I think I would like to visit the 1950s. Just a visit, not a long stay. Seems like it 
would be a blast. Maybe I could hang out with the Pink Ladies.  
 

 
 
Then travel on to other times and adventures.... 
 
ndaoz 
Hi @Elsa @Diamond Lim it would be great to go back in time and spend some time in that time 
I would like to go back to my 20s I wish I hadn't made some decisions and changed my destiny The 
future or now would be very different for me.  I would like to see the Egyptian civilization and the 

pyramids built at that time under construction. I will definitely go see it one day.           
 
bearwithme 
If I had a time machine I would love to go back to Italy during the time of the Renaissance and see some 
of my favorite artists (like Michelangelo, Leonardo Da Vinci and Raphael). 
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I've been lucky enough to see these in person, but how exciting to be able to see them actually being 

created.                 
 
BQN537 
Hi @Elsa.  If I had a time machine.  I would love to go back to the 1960s and go to Woodstock. All that 

wonderful music and love       
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siti_payung 
@Elsa I would like to travel back early year of the 60..to my younger me. To watch how my late father 
and late mother have do all their best to raise me 
 
AaronMedina 
If I had a time machine, I would like to witness the Iron Age.  The importance of iron lay in two aspects: 
in the manufacture of more resistant weapons and in that it allowed to achieve great advances in 
agriculture due to the new tools to work the land. 
The work of iron implied a sophisticated advance compared to the work of other metals, due to the 
higher temperatures of the furnaces, its structure and materials to manipulate it.  The main use they 
gave it was the manufacture of spears, swords and armor that the used to fight against their enemies 
the Egyptians. 
 

 
 
Glenn1972 

If I had a time machine:  I would travel back to the times spent fishing with Grandpa        
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JessicaBilly 
If I had a time machine. I would go back to my past when I was young. I could warn my dad to stop 
smoking. warn him in the future he would die from cancer. so it wouldnt have happened and I would 
have my father with me now. 
 
ckmy 
I'd go back to eat at my grandma's and spend some casual time with her. It was so common that times 

and now no money could buy it.       
 
misspink78 
@Elsa I'd love to go back in time to July 13th 1985. I wish I could have been at Live Aid and see Queen 
perform!!  
 

 
 
fabke 
@Elsa what a great idea, I love your stories and have day dreams about some.  Thanks for the tag 
@Diamond Lim.  I would go back with the time machine to my 26 years, when I had lots of fun going out 
to festivals, parties, had 5 jobs and still had time for my friends and family reunions. So much energy. 

And bought my own car Opel Tigra          . Before I used my parents car. 
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I would also like to go to the end of the 18th century, but be from a rich family, not who has to married 
to a rich are poor guy.  Like "Sense and Sensibility" novel from Jaune Austen (1811) and Pride and 
Prejudice (1813) and filmed about that women had no rights if they where from a common family. 
Movies made in 1995 and 2005. 
 
KCullen127 
f I have a time machine, I would like to go back to the time when they built the pyramids at Giza. Did the 
aliens built the pyramids? How were the pyramids built? Who came up with the idea to use limestone? 
How did they move the blocks to the top?  
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Lemurtek 
I would go back and take that fateful screenshot for the Far Hero Saga Finale... OK that's not very 
historic! The engineer in me would like to do a world tour of architecture. 
 

 
 
also, Dinosaurs! 
 

 
 
teresawallace44 

Hi @Elsa  Wow! Such a interesting discussion.        If I had a time machine I would go back to when I was 
young and help myself change certain circumstances and make myself more confident and change the 

path I headed down. If I only knew...          or I would go back to the time of the Egyptians and learn all 

about them and their culture. Like @PrettyBubbles.           Thanks for tagging me @Diamond Lim      

Teresa                    

 

DGenevieve 

@Elsa This is a very interesting topic.  If I could travel to the future, I’d buy lottery.           If I could travel 
to the past, I would want to go back to when I was 19. There were many decisions that I could have 
made differently ... and perhaps be a better person than I was back then. 
 
rare 
If I had a time machine, I'll travel back to enjoy my beautiful school memories again! 
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wykoon 
If I were to go back in time to witness a historical event, I would probably want to be in the space shuttle 

with Neil Armstrong and walk on the moon with him         

 

 
 
Cats4Caz 

So much to go back and change, so much to do again, if only           . Too many choices that I cannot 

decide. I definitely would go back and make more time to see this beautiful world      
 

 
 
greddycandy 
If I had a time machine I'd travel way, way, way...back in time. 
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Dangerous but so exciting.... 
 

 
 
To be amongst such strength.... 
 

 
 
What a view... 
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Real beauty of untouched nature. 
 
Grumpy_Old_Man 
I would return to January 1995. It was the last time I saw my grandmother before she died. 
 
amogus 
I would go back in time before the covid starts this whole isolation thing and warn the civilians on China 
especially in wuhan because covid has been headache to all over the world. I really miss my friends in 
my country, really couldn’t hang out with them and talk with my bros. I just wish all the people out there 

sending you positive messages and get vaccinated              
 
me6412 
@Elsa If I had a time machine I would give it away to someone who needed it more than myself because 
if I changed anything then I might not have my son and he means everything to me....If I could change 
one thing and keep him it would be my choice in a career in stead of medicine it would be technology. 

Thanks for the tag @DaniTheOG Ohh and I would live near my friend Dani                  and I don't 
need a machine for that.....Hahahaha 
 
rebelchild 
@Diamond Lim thanks for the tag.  @Elsa i would like to go back and attend Woodstock. I was too 
young and I missed out. 
 

 
 
Colleen-12 
I would go back to when I finished high school and reconsider my career / education options. Retired 

now so its all good now        
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rebelchild 
 

 
 
Lol good words to live by 
 
hechicerilla 
Buahhh !! it would be wonderful to have the time machine.  There are so many things from the past that 
I would like to witness !!  To have a chance to see them all, without a doubt I would start with an 
essential event, the first invention or discovery in technological advancement, I would go to the 

Paleolithic to witness the creation of fire          Then I could attend everything else 
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betchiegrl29 
 

 
Will time travel back to year 2018 where we are coronavirus free. Then we can do activities without 
limits, travel anywhere without restrictions, move about freely without wearing masks, PPE and some 
sorts. 
 
bmkersey08 
If I could go back in time, I would like to be the one on the other end of the line when Alexander Graham 

Bell make the first phone call!         
DebonoChica 
I'd want to go back and witness Leonardo Da Vinci's genius. I'd ask him his thought processes so that I 
could try it in today's time period. 
 
Fences 
Time travel back to 2013 
 
johamilton 
Thanks for the tag @Diamond Lim , I am going to go the the future. Not many years I hope. But I just 
want to be able to see Covid gone. People are having so much pain in their lives, so many souls lost. We 
need some peace and tranquility. Need some happiness. 
 
Kezabelle3 
Hi, This is a hard one as I love history but if I had a time machine I would have to travel back to ancient 
Egypt, its always interested me and is my dream to go and see the pyramids. 
 
encantes 

Many thanks @Elsa I love your thread                          I always think to the past I'd like to visit with the time 
machine the city where I live: Rome and admire the beauties of the ancient Romans!!!!! 
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PummyRaj 

Hello dear @Elsa       If I have Travel Machine, I would live in Grand parents' village (somewhere in India) 

forever         It looks something like this.... 
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Nwosu 
If I had a time machine, I would use it to travel back to ancient Greece and witness how the Olympian 
gods ruled the world. 
 

 
 
mysticalmysty 
Hi @Elsa.  Without a doubt, if I could turn back time I will definitely want to go back to my childhood 
time, because childhood is the happiest time of everyone’s life. Everything always seems so perfect 
when we were a child, no responsibility, no hates, no discrimination and no need to worry about 
anything happen outside, just play time everyday.  
 
WendyG78 
I would want to go back in the 1800"s..slot of stuff was happening back then that I wanna know more 
about...plus a bonus, I'd get to know what my great and great grandparents were really 

like.                      A time machine @Elsa such a wonderful thought...and very, very hard 

decision...  @Crazy Cat Lad super cute badge 

 

EOTheGr8 
I would time travel to the future to see what life will really be like decades from now 
 
Kate3A 
I have read some of the posts here, all interesting. There are so many useful things that could have been 
done, warning people of disasters like the tsunami in Haiti or Covid, or telling a loved one to stay home 
that day because soon he would be killed by a drunk driver. But there is no time machine.   So, instead 
of thinking about ugly things I cannot change, I say that, just for this thread, where I can imagine time-
travel works, I would choose to go back to one of the great concerts that I have only seen in music 

documentaries... Probably I would pick Queen     , it's one of my favorite bands even though I wasn't 
born then. I sometimes see teenagers wear a Queen t-shirt and it's 2021!   So that's it: Witness a magical 
concert, surrounded by thousands of covid-free people 
 
wykoon 
@Kate3A I'm sure you need a company and I can squeeze in with you in that time machine of yours if 

you allow me and don't mind about my big fat xxx                cos I simply love Queen too hehe. 
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Elsa 
Let's go @Kate3A and @wykoon! I'm going to see Queen with both of you! They were in my time but I 
never did see them live. But I always loved their music! 
 

 
 
 
Kate3A 
Don't worry @wykoon, it's @Elsa 's imaginary time machine, so she can make it big enough for a bunch 

of us to go there all together!       
 
CassD 
OK @Kate3A. I'll reserve a spot in @Elsa's time machine too. 
 
Andres-2 
Thanks for the tag @Diamond Lim.  @Elsa If I had a time machine I would like to attend a Beatles 
concert. 
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abd_allah 
There is no time delay and backward travel machine, that's a myth.  Rather, there is insight in every 
human being, and he can see the past and the future if God enables him to use his insight. 
 
BarrenWuffett 
I like to see the event that caused dinosaurs to become extinct.  I'm curious to know what happened to 
those little critters... 
 
Endure123 
I love to play candy crush, it is simply AMAZING  
 
Alienscar 
Time travel isn't a myth @abd_allah it is fiction. Using your imagination can get you to all kinds of 
places, by all kinds of means. 
 
LolaP74 
Like most people- I would travel back to give my younger self better guidance haha 
 
Jharolstarking 
Hello there !!! I would go back to 2012 to go back to college. 
 
LadyJustice614 
Any historical adventure would be great. Why choose 1 when if I had a time machine, I could see ALL! 
 
SuzyQnz 
I would go back in time to watch the falling the Berlin wall. 
 
Cher1 
I would time travel back to my son's birth, and consciously and mindfully raise him. I feel that I was too 

busy doing other things, and overlooked the special times and moments with him       
 
peggyvereen 
I wish I can go back to 18yrsold again 

                    time travel 
 
Rifka_Belkin 
If I had a time machine I would have a hard time choosing only one trip to make. I could go back to when 
I was 18 and complete my college degree. That would be the wiser choice. I would probably follow my 
heart and go back to when I met the love of my life and tell him and his doctors the diagnosis they were 

missing so we could have more time together.      
 
Marzia333 

I would like to be carefree dear      

 

Heshan_G 
Actually, other than that, I would love if I get the chance to travel to past, to my Grade 3 - Annual School 

Trip. That's my greatest day of life             . I miss that day too much.       
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playgowomen18 
wants to go back to 2014 when there was the old candy crush soda saga  
 
EnergizerBunny 
If I could travel back into time, I would have taken the time to see more of Disney World in Florida with 
my daughter instead of dealing with the migraine headache from the humid weather. Two weeks 

wasted.        
 
MollyMolls 
 

 
 
@Elsa..Great topic/ ? For September! I would like to time travel like the story 'Travel the world in 80 
days' or when Nostradamus could predict the future..Also .I'm a BIG magic fan..I'll like to meet Harry 
Houdini! Love the stories! 
 
Honey_5708 

Time travel!!            

 

 
 

If I had a time machine I would go back to The Invention of the Internet, 1960s and witness it         It's 
hard for Millennials to imagine a world without the internet. The internet has had such a huge impact on 
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the way things work that it's hard for anyone alive to remember what things were like before. I will 
witness how they made it this far!! 
 
heatherK1970 
I would love to go back to 1984 and seethe Tigers win the world series again! 
 
quad5 
I would back to 1776 and meet the men who signed the document that changed everything. Their 
signatures made them traitors, which would've cost them their lives had the British army prevailed. 
However, their resolve and unwavering belief made way for a Republic govern by the people. Those are 
people worth talking to and learning from. Perfect men...no. Dedicated to something bigger than 
themselves...yes. 
 
GiaTam 
I love time travel novels. It would be hard to chose one place to go. Scotland in the 1600s who doesn't 
love a man in a kilt with a killer accent.... 
 
Zonaa 
Actually, I do not want to go to the past, I would rather go and see the future.  Idk... 26th century... The 
year 2501. Just to see how it looks. 
 
DragonQueenFreya 
I would like to go back & spend more time with loved ones that have passed. 
 
heatherK1970 
I would love to go back and spend more time with my family. So many are gone now and still so many 
questions? 
 
John_williams271170 

Nowhere       
 
Alienscar 
It is hard to be nowhere as you are always somewhere. 
 
John_williams271170 

That’s why I’m right here ,where I need to be      ,so no going back @Alienscar . 
 
queenbee9214 
I would travel back to the 70s  
 
mischamarch82 
I’d go back in time to meet Mary Shelley 
 
Endure123 
So many memories never to be forgotten,I would go back to the past and live life to the fullest with 
loved ones who are done,for they left with so many unanswered questions......... 
 
EppPHX 
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I'd go back in time to 2010 and invest in Bitcoin :D  Or back in time earlier than that and tell myself to 
invest in Bitcoin! 
 
ChrisMiller 
O would like to go back to be a kid again. With no worries. 
 
ainsley987656 
I would to the pioners day 
 
DjFreak 
I would go back to my 21st birthday and do a few mistakes over. 
 
EnterDivison 
I would go back to my 6th birthday a long time ago. 
 
Romamu 
Si pudiera volver al pasado emprendería una carrera como bailarina ¡¡ 
(translated - If I could go back to the past I would start a career as a dancer! 
 
Sabriny 

I want to travel back in time just to tell my younger self that EVERYTHING IS GOING TO BE FINE      

Or maybe i can teach some old civilization a few "new things" HAHAHA       
 
Jules_White 
I would like to go back to the 1970s and make a few differet life choices  
 

 
 
 
ccasalta 
Viajando en el tiempo me gustaria estar donde todo comenzo... (translated - Traveling back in time I 
would like to be where it all began ...) 
 
theredrabbit 
I would like to go back in time and see how the beginnings of my country were 
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ccasalta 
Traveling in time I would like to be where it all began 
 

 
 
ArriettyM 
If I could travel in time, I would like visit the Roaring Twenties because it's a extraordinary period for the 
women and I love Art Nouveau ! 
 
Thanks to all who participated!  If you ever want to go back to reread this at any time here is the link … 
 
Badge of the Month - September 2021 (FINISHED) 
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